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Introduction

Rainforest Alliance Cocoa program overview
Over 1.5 million UTZ or RA certified cocoa produced in 2020
•

1,263,000 MT of UTZ and 328,000 MT of RA

•

Main origins are Côte d'Ivoire, Ghana, Cameroon, Nigeria, Ecuador

Over 1 million MT sold in 2020
•

862,000 MT of UTZ (68% of production) and 186,000 MT of RA (57%)

•

The majority of sales are from Africa (86%), mainly Côte d’Ivoire and
Ghana

Over € 88 million in cash premiums in 2020
•

€ 73 mln in UTZ premiums globally

•

€ 15 mln in RA premiums in Côte d'Ivoire and Ghana*

*Rainforest Alliance premiums only recorded in Côte d'IVoire and Ghana in 2020.
Source: https://www.rainforest-alliance.org/resource-item/cocoa-certification-data-report-2020/
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Part 1: Approach to a Living Income

What we do
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Sustainable Livelihoods for Farmers - A Living
Income and Beyond
The Rainforest Alliance's theory of change of achieving
sustainable livelihoods for farmers is built around three pillars:
1. Profitable and Resilient Farmers
2. Market Incentives and Shared Responsibility
3. An Enabling Environment

A long-term and systemic response is needed
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Price interventions for bridging the gap
Living Income Tool
• Measure share of households above or below
living income benchmark and average gap
Living Income Module
• Monitoring progress
• A pilot to test direct payment of an additional premium
from brand owners directly to cocoa farmers.
• Cash transfers are combined with tailored trajectory to
build up the resilience & professionalize producers.
• With monitoring functionality to measure impact over
time

11/22/2021
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Advocacy
▪ We engage with governments to strengthen policies and
their implementation to improve farmers' livelihood and
protect nature.
▪ We build partnerships with local CSO's and farmer
organisations and support them in strengthening their
advocacy capacity.
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Part 2: Zooming in on
Sustainability Differential (SD) and
Sustainability Investments (SI)

Components of Shared Responsibility
Sustainability Differential (SD)

Sustainability Investments (SI)

Is a mandatory payment of
an additional monetary
amount to certified
producers (farmers) on top
of the market price to
reward them for producing
more sustainably.

Cash or in-kind investments
from buyers of Rainforest
Alliance certified products to
farm certificate holders
(farmer groups) to enable
improvements to meet the
requirements of the
Sustainable Agriculture
Standard.
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Requirements for
Sustainability Differential
• Group Certificate Holder – 3.2.1
•
•
•
•

Documents receipt of SD amount from buyer
Communicates SD received to group members
Distributes full SD amount to group members
Documents distribution of SD to group members
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Requirements for Sustainability Differential
• Supply chain certificate holder (First Buyers):
• Additional monetary payment to certified
producers on top of the market price, quality
premiums or other differentials – 3.2.3
• Stipulates level and terms of SD in contracts,
and indicate those details on invoices – 3.2.4
• Payment within 6 months of shipment – 3.2.5
and Annex S14: Shared Responsibility (p. 11)
• Records payment of SD in RA traceability
platform – 3.2.6
• Respects minimum level where applicable 3.2.7
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Requirements for Sustainability Investments
Farm certificate holder (farmer group):

✓ Develops an investment plan that ranks the investment needs &
amounts it needs to comply with RA standard
✓ Documents in-kind and cash Sustainability Investments received
from buyers
Supply chain certificate holder (First Buyers):
✓ Ensures the farm certificate holder receives Sustainability
Investments aligned with the needs of the investment plan
✓ Documents in-kind and cash Sustainability Investments:
• In annual investment report
• In traceability platform
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Phased introduction of SD SI
Phase 1: April 2020 – June 2021
Establishing mandatory premiums
Phase 2: July 2021- June 2022
Transitioning from premiums to SD
and SI

Phase 3: July 1, 2022 onward
Introducing the minimum SD
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2.3

Phase 1: Establishing and recording
mandatory premiums

Cocoa Policy

A premium is
paid by the
first buyer to
Rainforest
Alliance
certified
groups for all
product
claimed
as Rainforest
Alliance
certified

• UTZ: Premium mandatory for all UTZ
certified cocoa sold
• Rainforest Alliance: Premiums often
also already paid for certified cocoa

• From July 1, 2020: Premium mandatory
for all Rainforest Alliance cocoa sales
from Côte d'Ivoire and Ghana
• Premiums now recorded for >95% of
cocoa certified by Rainforest Alliance
programs
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Phase 2: Transition from premium to SD SI
3.2.3

Farm standard

Payment of
the SD in the
form of a
monetary
payment on
top of the
market
price, quality
premiums or
other
differentials

• From July 1, 2021, producers can start to be
certified against the 2020 Rainforest Alliance
Standard
• SD SI is mandatory for all 2020 Standard cocoa
sales (Farm Certificate Holder to First Buyer)

• First year of certification (2021-22):
• No need to renegotiate premium if already
agreed
• Agreed premium can be divided between SD
and SI (eg cash to farmer and cash to group)
• Record both SD and SI
• Record in-kind SI separately
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Phase 3: introducing the $70 minimum SD
3.2.7

• Africa: for any certified cocoa sold from the 2022-23
harvest onward (starting October 2022)

At least the
prescribed
minimum is
paid

• Rest of the world: for any certified cocoa sold July 1,
2022 onward

Annex 14

We will closely monitor the effect on SI (based on 2021
SI data and historic UTZ premium data)
Africa

Rest of the world
July 1
2021

$70 minimum SD

$70 minimum SD
Oct
2021
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Why is the minimum set at $70?
The $70 amount was the result of very detailed and
thorough analysis and consultation process, including:
• Detailed analysis of current data
• Large study on UTZ premiums
• Consultation with several companies and other
stakeholders
• Local information on cash paid to farmers
• Current payment practices in the industry
We believe $70 will have a positive impact on most
Rainforest Alliance producers while at the same time allow
the market to respond with higher SD payments to properly
reward farmers for their sustainability efforts.
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The $70 minimum in context
• The $70 minimum SD is only part of the equation – it does not
include SI

• $70 is the start, not the norm. If we see a shift of all SD payments
towards $70 then we will intervene with extra measures.
• SI covers investment needs

Increase to
$70 minimum

• SI includes cash and in-kind

UTZ
premium

Farmer
premium

SD

Group
premium

SI (monetary)

In-kind
investments

SI (in-kind)

UTZ

2020 RA SAS

Sustainability
Differential
(SD)

Sustainability
Investments
(SI)

Working with the Investment Plan
3.3.1

• Before the harvest
➢ Results of all assessments
➢ Listing investment needs

Management
at least
annually
defines the
investments
needed to
improve
sustainability
and develops
an investment
plan

➢ Investment allocation

• During and after the harvest
➢ Receipt of SI from buyers (can
include pre-financed, cash, in-kind
services)
➢ Actual investments take place
➢ Updating of the plan
• Prior to new season
➢ Annual report of investments into RA
online platform (% allocation per
category)
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THANK YOU
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